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The BURNCHAIN is an extremely hyper-deflationary blockchain that is built to
become scarcer with each transaction. BurnChain is the first chain to work on
three burning mechanisms.

What is Burnchain?

WITH BURNCHAIN BLOCKCHAIN YOU CAN 
REIMAGINE FOR THE MULTIVERSE

Build a future you believe in with BurnChain blockchain.
More than just gaming and socials, BurnChain blockchain believes in a metaverse
with economic and social utility. A better, reimagined reality, where real
opportunities and impact thrives.

The BurnChain will be implemented with three burn mechanism (First and
only blockchain to do this) to reduce the total supply of $BURN. The first will
be a monthly coin burn in which a portion of all fees collected by our
Exchange (The Burn Exchange) will be used to buy back and destroy $BURN
tokens. This drives up the price of remaining $BURN tokens as demand
increases while their supply decreases.
The second mechanism consists of burning a portion of the $BURN spent as
gas fees on the BurnChain on each transaction.
The third mechanism will be Fortnight $BURN burning events.
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What is a $BURN token ?
As the official token for BurnChain, $BURN tokens enable users can participate in
proof of stake governance.
The main goal of BurnChain is to increase the use cases of $BURN by providing it
with much-needed utility. It will allow users to access an ecosystem of DeFi
products, NFTs and GameFi. For instance participating in the NFT market through
minting and exchanging NFTs by paying for gas with $BURN, Partaking in lucrative
GameFi opportunities and engaging with the growing blockchain gaming
community, joining decentralized exchanges to swap tokens and speculating on
their value, accessing advanced financial instruments such as staking, lending,
borrowing, and liquidity mining, taking part in the upcoming metaverse revolution
through BurnChain-powered NFTs, participating in DAOs and funding entire
communities and so on.

"Open resources to build your future
Our goal is to enable access to the world "

Why should you trust in Burnchain?
BurnChain holders deserve the same powers as other crypto holders. BurnChain
gives BurnChain those superpowers, like DeFi, NFTs, games, and more!
BurnChain community stands for fairness and equality for all ecosystem builders.
Time to unleash the creativity and full potential of the BurnChain community. Join
the movement!

The BurnChain community emphasizes inclusivity and values each and every
Burncoin participant. In short, BurnChain stands for fairness and equal
opportunity for all. Our goal is to create a blockchain that is truly owned by the
people. The BurnChain team does not believe in special VC allocations as we’re
solely focused on community. We believe in transparency and taking a
community-first approach.



BURNCHAIN ECOSYSTEM EXPLAINED.
Burn BEP20 Token:
The Burn Blockchain (BurnChain) development is partly funded by our future
governance token transaction taxes on the BSC network.
Burn holders are airdropped 50% BurnChain ($BURNX) token on release.
$BURNX will be made deflationary with in-house tool Burns.
$BURNX holders will have future BURNX Governance Capabilities. BurnChain DEX
& BurnChainscan.com
Our Decentralized Exchange and Block Explorer giving investors and developers the
suite of web resources, they need to trade. Burn Explorer the BurnChain block
explorer is BurnChainscan.com view transaction details, track wallets, calculate
network gas fees, verify smart contracts, observe live transactions, and much more.

High energy efficiency
Burnchain consumes a small fraction of the energy used by conventional
blockchains thanks to its next-generation nominated proof-of-stake (NPoS)
model. Using the equivalent of ~6.6 US households worth of energy per year,
Burnchain has the lowest carbon footprint among proof-of-stake protocols
analyzed in recent research.

Security for everyone
Burnchain’s novel data availability and validity scheme allows chains to interact
with each other in a meaningful way. Chains remain independent in their
governance but united in their security.

User-driven governance
Burnchain has a sophisticated governance system where all stakeholders have a
voice. Network upgrades are coordinated on-chain and enacted autonomously
and without forking the network, ensuring that Burnchain’s development remains
future-proof and community-driven.


